













The appendices in this book contain detailed calculations,
curves and substantiating data which support the information
contained in Volume II - Engine Design Characteristics. Appen-
dix I contains a description of the development of the RL10
ignition system. This information was included because the most
advanced RL10 igniter design is identical to that used on the
RL10 derivative engines and the data obtained during the de-
velopment of this igniter is directly applicable. Appendix II
describes the performance calculations used for the RLIO deri-
vative engines. It includes a description of the JANNAF method-
ology used and the performance results obtained. Appendix III
describes the computer simulations used to establish the control
system requirements and define the engine transient character-
istics. Also included in this appendix are curves obtained
from the simulation runs which show the transient characteristics
of various engine parameters during different transient modes.
Appendix IV describes the computer programs used to define engine
steady state cycle characteristics. It also includes cycle
printout sheets for significant operating points for all of the
baseline engines. Appendix V presents the Maintainability
Engineering Layout Review Forms. These forms document the
results of the reviews made of the engine component layouts
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The torch igniter concept and hardware proposed for use
in the RLI0 derivative engines evolved during eight years of
RLI0 engine development. During this time period three basic
design changes were made.
The initial RLI0 design shown in Fig. I-I utilized a
direct spark ignition system. Its performance Was found to
be unreliable because the design did not insure that a com-
bustible mixture ratio was present at the spark igniter tip.
As a result, an extensive research program was conducted
in 1961 to investigate the ignition limits of hydrogen-oxygen
mixtures and to develop an improved igniter system. This
program is documented in Reference No. I. As an aid to under-
standing the basic ignition characteristics of a spark_ignited
hydrogen-oxygen system, a series of static ignition tests were
conducted. The effect of spark gap, energy level, propellant
temperature and flame quenching upon the ignition envelope
defined by unlit chamber pressure and mixture ratio were in-
vestigated. The static ignition envelope achieved by the
selected RLI0 spark gap and energy level with ambient propellants
is shown in Fig. 1-2.
In order to insure that the propellant mixture present
at the engine spark igniter was well within the ignitable region
defined above, a torch igniter system was developed. This system





around the spark igniter tip, ignited by the spark, and passes
into the combustlonchamber to ignite the main propellants
as shown in Fig. I-3. The oxidizer flow is shut off during
the acceleration to full thrust. This igniter, whose ignition
characteristics are shown in Fig. I-4, is standard equipment
for the RLIOA-I, RLIOA-3, RLIOA-3-1, and RLIOA-3-3 engines.
In 1963 a program was initiated to increase the reliability
of the RLIOA-3-1 ignition system previously described. This
program is documented in Reference No. 2. This increase in
reliability was to be accomplished by providing dual exciters
and spark igniters and by eliminating the need for an oxidizer
shutoff valve. The dual spark and exciter configuration pro-
vided a fall safe energy source and designing the igniter to
operate at rated thrust with oxidizer and fuel flow eliminated
the possibility of igniter damage due to valve leakage. Eight
configurations were investigated during the development of the
igniter system. The selected configuration, shown in Fig. I-5,
provided an ignition envelope, shown in Fig. I-6. While this
dual ignition system offered increased reliability it did not
significantly improve the allowable range of ignition.
In 1965 a program was undertaken to provide an improved
ignition system for the RLIOA-3-3 engine then under development.
This program, building upon the results of the previous programs,
retained the dual spark igniter and continuous torching features
while revising the igniter injection configuration to improve
the ignition envelope. Results of this program were documented





Four configurations were tested leading to the design
shown in Fig. 1-7. The fuel and oxidizer is ignited by a
spark exciter assembly which provides a minimum of 20 sparks
per second at an energy level of 0.5 joules. The total oxidizer
flow is injected into the igniter through a single oxidizer
element located in the upper end of the igniter chamber. Fuel
flow is split. Part of the flow is delivered to a concentric
slot surrounding the oxidizer injector element and the remainder
used for igniter barrel cooling. The burned propellants are
discharged into the main chamber through the igniter injector
sleeve. As shown in Fig. 1-8 the ignitable envelope was improved
considerably over that of the previous design by moving the in-
Jection element closer to the spark igniter.
This final igniter configuration is standard equipment on
the RLIOA-3-7 engine and since it has been tested extensively
under tank head idle start conditions it was selected for use on
the RLIO Derivative II engines. Table l-1 documents one such
series of tank head idle tests on an RLIOA-3-7 engine at liquid,
gas and two phase inlet conditions over a range of inlet pressure
from 40 psia to 16 psia.
The results of the test series shown in Table I-i were used
in conjunction with an igniter/engine chamber rig test series
to establish the main chamber ignition envelope shown in Fig. I-9.
It should be pointed out that the main chamber ignition limit data
defined during rig testing is a true chamber limit since it was
obtained by varying the chamber conditions until a light was
achieved with a continuously torching igniter. The engine tank





it was obtained by simultaneous ignition of the chamber and
igniter. The chamber ignition envelope is better than that
indicated by the line of Fig. I-9 at low mixture ratios.
References
i. FR303, Development of RLI0 Ignition System, 20 Nov. 1961
2. SMR FRII74, RLI0 Dual Ignition System Development Summary,
lO Dec. 1964.
3. FR1405, Monthly Report, 21 July 1965.
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An in-depth analysis was accomplished for the Derivative II
and Category IV engines to define specific impulse characteristics.
JANNAF methodology was used to define these characteristics at
both design and off-design operating conditions. In this appendix,
the JANNAF methodology is discussed and the results of the design
point JANNAF specific impulse calculations are presented.
i. JANNAF Methodology
The JANNAF methodology used was similar to that specified in
Addendum No. 1 to CPIA Publication No. 178 and Amendment No. 1
thereto. These documents outline a procedure that permits per-
formance to be determined without use of either the JANNAF
Distributed Energy Release (DER) program or the real gas JANNAF
Two-Dimensional Kinetics (TDK) program. The DER program was not
available during the contract period and the real gas TDK program
is difficult to run and requires a large amount of computer time.
Although this procedure was specifically written for the Space
Shuttle Main Engine (SSME), it was sufficiently general so that
application to the RLIO Derivative engines was possible.
A flow diagram of the JANNAF methodology used to calculate
performance is shown in figure II-1. The first step in generating
overall engine performance was to define a control volume about
the engine system and establish energy and flowrate balances.
Figure II-2 shows schematically the control volume and the flow-





Flowrates and energy levels were obtained from engine cycle
balance and heat transfer calculations. The regenerative nozzle
heat was assumed to come from the boundary layer and was added
to the mainstream propellant enthalpy levels. The base enthalpy
levels used for the mainstream propellants were the ones specified
in the referenced procedures. These propellant base enthalpy
levels were adjusted for the net change in energy determined by
the energy balance for the control volume.
JANNAF methodology defines energy release efficiency (WER)
as a function of both mixing efficiency (Wmix) and vaporization
efficiency (Wvap). For these calculations it was assumed that
the mixing efficiency is 100%. Therefore, the combustion process
is vaporization limited and, as such, energy release efficiency
is the same as vaporization efficiency. For such cases the pro-
cedure specifies that oxidizer droplet characteristics be established
using in-house methods and that the energy release efficiency be
determined as a function of combustion chamber length and oxidizer
droplet size. A complex analysis of injection, vaporization,
and mixing characteristics is required to establish the oxidizer
droplet size characteristics and the combustion system mass and
mixture ratio striation characteristics. The injection and com-
bustion process was analyzed using P&WAin-house injector and
combustion system characterization programs. The analysis was
conducted for the bill-of-material RLIOA-3-3 injector since it
is essentially the same as the injectors for the RLIO Derivative
engines. The RLIOA-3-3 injector was divided into five annular





characteristics for each zone were determined from an analysis
of the characteristics of the flow emerging from the individual
elements. A summary of the zonal characteristics is presented
in Table II-1. It shows that the overall vaporization efficiency
(and therefore energy release efficiency) for the RL10A-3-3 in-
Jector is 99.4% at an overall mixture ratio of 5.0. Using the
mixture ratio distribution shown it was determined that the mix-
ture ratio striation loss was only 0.1 seconds. For the derivative
engines it was assumed that comparable energy release efficlencies
could be obtained at a mixture ratio of 6.0 by injector reoptimiza-
tion and that striation losses could be reduced to less than O.1
seconds.
The JANNAF 0ne-Dimensional Kinetics (0DK) program was used
to determine the nozzle kinetic losses for the specific nozzle
contours of each of the three derivative engines. Nozzle diver-
gence losses were obtained by running the Two-Dimensional Kinetics
(TDK) program in an ideal gas mode.
The JANNAF Turbulent Boundary Layer (TBL) program was used
to determine the boundary layer thrust loss, AFbl. Wall temp-
erature profiles used in the calculations were obtained from heat
transfer analyses of the thrust chamber. Mainstream edge con-
ditions for the boundary layer calculations were obtained using
a P&WATwo-Dimenslonal Bell Nozzle Performance program run in
an equilibrium mode.
Specific impulse of the hydrogen used for dump cooling was





heated hydrogen (_1800°R) expanded through the small nozzles
(_~3.5) at the end of each of the coolant passages. A specific
impulse efficiency of 0.92 was assumed for the expansion process.
As shown in figure II-I, these values were mass weighted with
the specific impulse values for the main thrust chamber to
arrive at overall engine delivered specific impulse.
The JANNAF One-Dimensional Equilibrium (ODE) program was
used to establish the effect of regenerative cooling enthalpy.
This program was run using both engine inlet enthalpies and the
adjusted enthalpy levels described previously to determine the
net effect of the enthalpy gain on performance.
2. Selection of Nozzle Contours
In order to determine specific impulse values using the
JANNAF methodology, the engine configuration had to first be
defined. The nozzle contours were defined using a P&WAin-
house Bell Nozzle Design computer program. This program uses
a two-dimensional method-of-characteristics analysis to define
the nozzle characteristics. The nozzles were truncated to a
minimum length contour in order to obtain the highest impulse
possible for a specified engine length.
The nozzle optimization considered the effects of chamber
mixture ratio and nozzle kinetic losses on the design point
characteristics. The optimization was accomplished by first
using assumed values of chamber pressure and mixture ratio.





design point cycle program was used to predict the cycle operating
characteristics. If they did not match the assumed chamber pres-
sure and mixture ratio characteristics, an iteration was performed
to find the final optimum configuration.
3. Results of JANNAF Calculations
Using the JANNAF methodology described above delivered specific
impulse values were predicted for the RL10 Derivative engines. The
results of the various intermediate JANNAF calculations for the
design point calculations for the baseline Derivative IIA and IIB






Striation and Vaporization Efficiency Summary
RLIOA-3-3 Engine
15000 Ib Thrust, 5.00/F





Flow per U_it Area,
ibm/sec/in _
TOTAL
ll.4 17.8 26.0 7.9 19.25 82.35
3.92 6.175 8.435 9.02 10.28
5.0 4.98 4.95 5.45 4.76 5.06
5.1 7.66 I0.98 7.39 2.52 33.65
Vaporizat ion
Efficiency,
.447 .431 .423 .935 .131
98. o 98.0i00. i00. I00. 99.41
II-6
TABLE 11-2





Derivative IIA and lib
Nozzle Area Ratio
Chamber Pressure, psia
Engine Overall Mixture Ratio
Chamber Mixture Ratio






Ivac' (Inlet Conditions) at chamber O/F(ODE),sec 479.3
h Regen, BTU/Ib H2 1562
Ivac' (with A h) at chamber O/F(ODE), sec 487.3
Ivac' (with Kinetic loss)(ODK), sec 479.5
Divergence Efficiency (TDK),% 98.63
Boundary Layer Thrust Loss (TBL), A FBL, ibs 289
Energy Release Efficiency, % 99.41
Striation Loss, sec <0.I
Overboard Leakage Loss, sec <0.i
Ivac' (Dump Nozzle), sec 475.0
Impulse Efficiency of Dump Nozzle, % 92.
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Two transient computer simulation programs were used to
define the transient characteristics and control system require-
ments for the Derivative IIA and lib and Category IV engines.
One of these program was used to simulate turbopump cooldown
for all of the engines (THI transients) and the acceleration
and deceleration transients for the Derivative IIA and lib
engines. The other program was used to simulate the accelera-
tion and deceleration transients for the Category IV engine.
Options are available in the programs to select the engine
configuration, the inlet conditions, the mode of operation and
the type of transient to be run. In addition, the programs
have the capability of operating in a steady state mode and
generating the valve are_ required for any desired thrust and
mixture ratio level.
To reduce computer costs, options were incorporated in the
programs to allow each of the different kinds of transients to
be run independently of each other or in series with another
transient, i.e_ a THI transient and a THI to maneuvering thrust
transient can be but they do not have to be completed before a
maneuvering thrust to full thrust transient can be simulated.
When they are run independently, the transients are started from
a steady state mode and it is assumed that the engine has stabilized
at that particular thrust and mixture ratio prior to the tran-





which allows a transient or THI run to be stopped and restarted
at any time during the transient without losing the effects of
the transient dynamics.
Tank Head Idle simulations can be made for any of the
engine configurations with different propellant conditions (gas,
liquid or two-phase), different initial ambient temperatures
and different initial suction line temperatures. Vehicle/engine
interactions can be included for both the THI cooldown and the
engine transients by mating vehicle inlet line and propellant
tank simulations with the engine simulations.
The methods used to simulate the components in the transient
simulations are similar to those used in the steady state cycle
program discussed in Appendix IV. The major differences in the
programs are the dynamics included in the transient programs and
additional routines required for THI cooldown.
I. Acceleration and Deceleration Transient Simulations
Figure III-i is a simplified flow schematic that shows the
more important calculations and convergence loops used to simu-
late a Derivative IIA engine during acceleration or deceleration
transients. Except for the oxidizer low speed inducer portion of
the simulation, this flow schematic is also representative of the
simulation for the Derivative lIB engine. The Category IV engine
si,,_ulation is also similar; however, is has a fuel low speed
inducer simulation located upstream of the fuel pump and the
single turbine simulation is replaced with simulations for the





in this program and a brief discussion of the dynamics used is
included later in this Appendix.
2. Tank Head Idle Cooldown Simulations
Figure 11-2 is a flow schematic which shows how the Deri-
vative IIA engine is simulated during a tank head idle cooldown
transient. The Derivative IIA and Category IV engine simulations
are similar except for the low speed inducer and turbine routines.
Since the effects of fluid dynamics on these transients are in-
significant compared to the effects of the thermal dynamics,
steady state flow is assumed to exist at each time increment
during the THI transients and a Newton-Raphson rapid convergence
technique is used to balance the simulation at each increment.
The independent variables used to balance the programs are fuel
flow, pressure at the inlet of the primary nozzle heat exchanger
and chamber pressure, and the dependent variables are fuel flow,
primary nozzle heat exchanger exit pressure and combustion chamber
inlet and outlet flows. Fuel flow, inlet pressure to the heat
exchanger and chamber pressure are varied at each time increment
until the assumed fuel flow at the heat exchanger inlet equals
the flow calculated through the second stage of the fuel pump,
the pressure calculated at the exit of the primary nozzle heat
exchanger equals the pressure calculated at the inlet of the
turbine bypass valve, and the total flowrate entering the com-






3. Method for Simulating Engine Dynamics
Dynamic performance characteristics are determined by
numerically integrating time varying differential equations.
This is accomplished by calculating the differentials from
known variables such as pressures, flows, speeds, etc, multi-
plying the differentials by the time increment (DT) selected
for the program, and adding the result to the last calculated
value of the parameter being integrated. The technique of
numerical integration is shown by the following example where
flow rates through a known control volume are integrated to
obtain the pressure within the volume.
The integral equation is defined by
P _/_Wdt
where P is pressure
and _W is summation of flow rates crossing volume boundaries
Expressing the equation in finite difference form
Pn = Pn-I + £P
where Pn is pressure at time _ n
and Pn-I is pressure at time = n-1
Using numerical integration
£P = _W.DT
where DT = integration time increment
This method of numerical integration is used to define the
dynamic behavior of the engines. The dynamic elements of





i. Acceleration of oxidizer and fuel turbopumps
2. Thermal dynamics of all turbopumps (cooldown)
3. Thermal dynamics of the inlet propellant feed
lines (cooldown)
4. Thermal dynamics of the primary nozzle heat exchanger
and the Gox heat exchanger
5. Fluid dynamics of the heat exchanger and main
chamber
The integration time increment (DT) is an input variable.
The DT value normally used provides a compromise between simula-
tion accuracy and the amount of computer time required to run
the simulation. The DT varies depending upon the operating mode
of the simulation.
A simulation of tank head idle requires much more computer
time than a simulation of a turbopump acceleration to full thrust.
During a cooldown, fluid dynamics are of secondary importance
compared to cooldown thermal dynamics. This permits large time
increments (i.0 second) to be used for THI to minimize computer
time. To accomodate the large DT and prevent "mathematical
instabilities" steady state flow is assumed during the cooldown.
Dynamic heat transfer equations are used to simulate the com-
ponent cooldowns, and flowrates and pressure are calculated as
a function of the exit temperatures, pressures, and densities.
At the conclusion of cooldown when the turbopumps are started,
the DT is reduced to 0.01 seconds to permit the turbopump acceler-
ation dynamics to be considered. At the end of pumped idle





During the acceleration to full thrust and the deceleration to
pumped idle the turbopump and fluid dynamics become very sig-
nificant.
4. Method for Simulating Engine Cooldown
Special calculations are required to simulate the transient
thermal conditioning of the inlet lines and engines. These
routines were developed for the RLIO engine and they were checked
out using RLIO test data generated under simulated space con-
ditions at the NASA Plumbrook facility.
For this simulation a quasi-steady state solution of the
conventional lumped mode thermal energy transfer and storage
equations is made. Conduction, heat storage, phase change,
free and forced convection capability, plus radiation boundary
conditions are all considered. Temperature variable solid and
fluid properties are used.
The engine lines, housings, valves, etc. are transformed
into equivalent rods and cylinders. The thermal model then
performs a one-dimensional, quasi-steady state heat transfer
analysis of the engine system. Each component of the engine
may be subdivided into several such rod and cylinder combin-
ations and they may be linked together in different flow and
conduction path patterns. A simulation of a typical engine
fuel pump _ is shown in Figure III-3.
A typical engine cooldown calculation is shown in the
following example. In this case, the engine system is made





erature and it is subjected to known external heat loads and
fluid inlet conditions. The system is evaluated over a small
time increment and an energy balance is made for the first rod/
cylinder combination. The change in energy stored in the
cylinder is determined by calculating the heat removed from
the cylinder by the convective cooldown process of the coolant
flow and subtracting the heat added to the system from external
heat load sources. The energy change of the rod is also deter-
mined by defining the heat removed by the convection process of
the coolant. The energy increase of the coolant then becomes
the sum of the heat energies removed from both the rod and cylinder
surfaces. This energy is added to the fluid in the form of
enthalpy and velocity increases which are determined by con-
tinuity and energy conservation equations. The properties of
the coolant leaving the first component become the inlet con-
ditions for the next component and these calculations are re-
peated for each component in the system. The basic equations
used to calculate the thermal characteristics of the components
during THI are:
1. Q1 = hI A1 (_W1 - {) dt
2. Q2 - h2 A2 (Tw2 - T) dt
3. QTOTAL = QI + Q2
4. H2--HI + QTOTAL+Wdt (-_ -
5. _I V I = _2 V2
where Q = heat transferred, BTU






h _ heat transfer coefficient, BTU/sec - ft 2 - OR
: Temperature (Average), OR
dt = delta time increment, sec
H = fluid enthalpy, BTU/lbm
V = fluid velocity, ft/sec
= fluid density, Ib/ft3
and subscripts
1 = upstream condition or outer component (cylinder)
2 = downstream oondition or inner component (rod)
w = wall condition
The energy removed from each component has now created a system
unbalance in the form of a temperature gradient between each rod
and cylinder and their adjacent components. This unbalance
initiates a conduction process which alters the distribution of
the remaining energy in the system and reduces the temperature
gradient between the various components. This transfer of con-
duction energy is determined by solving the second law of thermo-
dynamics. The solution obtained at the end of one time increment
provides the starting conditions for the next time increment and
the analysis is continued until the temperatures of critical com-
ponents (pump housings and impellers) reach desired levels.
5. Baseline Engine Transient Characteristics
Transient characteristics obtained for each of the baseline
engines are included in this appendix. Numerous engine para-
meters were determined from the simulations of these transients.





were plotted and they are included in Figures 111-4 through
111-14. The transients included are as follows:
a. Tank Head Idle Transients
(i) Derivative IIA, Figure 111-4
(2) Derivative liB, Figure 111-5
(3) Category IV, Figure 111-6
b. Derivative IIA & lib Start and Deceleration Transients
(i) Start Transients
(a) THI to maneuvering thrust, Figure 111-7
(b) Maneuvering thrust to full thrust, Figure 111-8
(2) Deceleration Transients
(a) Full thrust to maneuvering thrust, Figure 111-9
(b) Maneuvering thrust to THI, Figure III-i0
c. Category IV Start and Deceleration Transients
(I) Start Transients
(a) THI to maneuvering thrust, Figure III-ii
(b) Maneuvering thrust to full thrust, Figure 111-12
(2) Deceleration Transients
(a) Full thrust to maneuvering thrust, Figure 111-13
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Surface Area, inches 2
Capacitance
Specific Heat Capacity, BTU/Ibm - OR
Nozzle Boundary Layer Loss and Divergence Loss
Nozzle Kinetic Loss
Time increment, seconds




Heat Transfer Coefficient, BTU/hr - ft 2 - OR
Ideal Vacuum Specific Impulse, sec.










































Fuel flowrate calculated at second stage discharge, ibm/sec
Oxidizer flowrate calculated through oxidizer injector,
ltm/sec
Dump coolant flowrate, lbm/sec
Fuel tank pressurization flowrate, lbm/sec
Oxldlzer tank pressurization flowrate, lbm/sec
Propellant Quallty
Component (Impeller, pump houslng, etc.) mass, lbm
























































PRATT & WHITNET AIRCRAFT
SIMULATED COOLDOWN TRANSIENT
DERIVATIVE IIA ENGINE
_5 PSIA SATURATED VAPOR AT INLETS DURING START
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PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
SIMUIATI_ C00LDOWN TRANSIENT
DERIVATIVE IIB ENGINE
DILIIT PRESSURES " 16 PSIA (SATURATED VAPOR AT START)
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Engine Steady State Cycle Calculations
There were four computer programs used during this study
to generate steady state engine cycle characteristics. Off-
design programs were generated and used for each of the three
baseline engines to define off-deslgn operating characteristics.
In addition, an expander cycle design point program was used for
the Category IV engine to define the optimum design point cycle
characteristics. The programs are briefly described below.
1. Off-Design Programs
The three off-design computer cycle programs have similar
logic and they all use similar calculation techniques. All of
the programs can be balanced in the same three manners. They
can be balanced (1) to a particular vacuum thrust and inlet mix-
ture ratio, (2) to a particular oxidizer flow control valve
effective area and turbine bypass effective area, and (B) to
a particular chamber pressure and oxidizer flow control valve
effective area. The first option is used to define character-
istics for a particular operating thrust level and mixture ratio.
It provides control valve areas to use in running the other op-
tions. The second option is used to establish the operating
characteristics of the engines when running with fixed control
areas. Since the engines operate in maneuvering thrust (pumped
idle) with fixed control areas, this option is normally used to





in tank pressurization flow rates in that operating mode.
The third option is used to simulate engine operation at
full thrust where chamber pressure is held constant by the
thrust control. This option is normally used to evaluate
the effects of changing inlet conditions and other variables
on engine operation while operating at full thrust.
A schematic of the Derivative IIB engine off-deslgn cycle
program is shown in Figure IV-1. It is typical of all of the
programs and shows the general operation of the off-deslgn
programs.
The pump operating characteristics are simulated in the
programs using head coefficient-flow coefficient and efficiency-
flow coefficient relationships. The Derivative IIA and IIB
characteristics were derived from RL10 pump test data and the
Category IV characteristics were obtained from high pressure
engine pump test data. The characteristics used in these pro-
grams for the main pumps are shown in Figures IV-2 through
IV-lB.
Turbine efficiency characteristics are used in the simulation
as a function of isentroplc velocity ratio. The off-design
turbine characteristics used for all of the engines were obtained
from RLIO turbine rig test data. The characteristics for the
Derivative II and Category IV engines are shown in Figure IV-I%.
Main chamber and primary nozzle off-design coolant pressure
loss and temperature rise characteristics are simulated in the
programs using regression equations that calculate AP and AT





characteristic velocity efficiency, Jacket inlet pressure,
chamber mixture ratio and chamber combustion temperature.
The equations are shown in Table IV-1. They were generated
by fitting test data and analytical predictions of chamber-
nozzle heat transfer characteristics. Thrust chamber and
nozzle performance is calculated in the cycle programs by
applying performance loss characteristics obtained from various
JANNAF performance programs to JANNAF ODE ideal performance
predictions.
Off-design heat transfer characteristics for the gox
heat exchanger are simulated in the programs using correla-
tions established for similar heat exchanger configurations.
These correlations are for the compact configuration base-
lined for the engines and they were obtained from work published
by W. Kays and A. L. London. The equations used are shown
in Table IV-2.
2. Design Point Program
The Category IV design point computer program optimizes
all of the components in the engine for a given set of input
design conditions. With a given fuel pump speed the program
can balance to either a particular fuel pump discharge pressure
or a particular chamber pressure level. When it is desired to
maximize chamber pressure such as was done for the Category IV
engine, the program is run balancing to a particular fuel pump
discharge pressure. Different pump discharge pressures are run





The program was initially set up to optimize the engine
design using pump characteristics predicted from Worthington
performance predictions and turbine characteristics predicted
J
using the Balje method. However, as mechanical designs were
made of various components the design point performance levels
were adjusted to reflect predictions made for the actual com-
ponents.
3. Baseline Engine Cycle Sheets
Cycle sheets summarizing the values for significant para-
meters in the engine cycles were generated for each of the
baseline engines using the off-deslgn computer programs. Cycle
sheets were generated at full thrust for mixture ratios of 5.5,
6.0 and 6.5 and at the design points for maneuvering thrust
(pumped idle) and tank head idle. These cycle characteristics
are for the baseline engines operating with nominal inlet con-
dltions and no tank pressurization flows. As shown in the
Interface Control Document (Volume III of this report) the
effects of tank pressurization flows on the engines operating
characteristics are small. The baseline engine cycle sheets
are shown in Figures IV-15 through IV-29.
In addition to the above, cycle sheets are included in this
Appendix for the Category I engine. These cycle sheets are for
full thrust operation at mixture ratios of 5.5, 6.0 and 6.5 with







Main Chamber and Primary Nozzle
Heat Transfer Predictions
Derivative II and Category IV Engines
The following equations are used to predict the off-design
main chamber and primary nozzle coolant temperature rise and
pressure loss characteristics;
AT = K1 X RPC 0"214 X RPIN 0"005 X RECS 1"951 X RTC 2"427
RF_M1"153 X RWF 0"436









coolant pressure loss at off-design point
JFIP =
constant to set design point level
Chamber pressure
19.










WFCD = Coolant Flow Rate At Engine Design Point
TAVGD :
PAVGD =
Average Temperature Of Coolant In Jacket At
Engine Design Point
Average Pressure of Coolant In Jacket At Engine
Design Point
APD = Coolant Pressure Loss At Engine Design Point
WFC - Coolant Flow Rate At Off-Design Point









Derivative II and Category IV Engines
The following equations are used to predict off-design gox
heat exchanger heat transfer characteristics in the off-design
cycle programs:
Cmin = Lowest of Cp0 X WO or CPF X WF
Cmax - Highest of CPo X W0 or CPF X WF
UA -- Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient Times Surface Area
XNTU = UA
Cmin
Effectiveness = f(Ccm_ax, XNTU) from curve
Heat Flux - Effectiveness X (TFIN-TOIN) X Cmin
Reference: Kays, W. and London, A. L., Compact Heat Exchansers,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1964.
IV-6

















I/V#°M 2- IA/P6 r2" /_PZ/Z"
OPf lOIV I OPTIOAI 2 OP_OAf _
FO_ _oACD_ A_
RA41" ACj_OCZ AC2_2"





































Fuel Pump Inlet Pressure
Fuel Pump Inlet Net Positive Suction Pressure
Oxidizer Pump Inlet Pressure




Oxidizer Tank Pressurization Flow





Input Turbine Bypass Valve Area
Input Oxidizer Control Valve Area
Input Chamber Pressure
Coolant Flow to Gearbox and Dump Nozzle
Oxidizer Flowrate
Inlet Fuel'Flowrate
Fuel Pump Discharge Pressure
Fuel Pump Discharge Temperature
Fuel Pump Horsepower
Fuel Pump Efficiency
Fuel Pump Inlet Temperature
Chamber Fuel Flow
Main Heat Exchanger Temperature Rise
Main Heat Exchanger Pressure Loss
IV-8
Figure IV-I













Fuel Turbine Inlet Pressure



























Fuel Injector Inlet Pressure
Fuel Injector Inlet Temperature
Fuel Injector Effective Area
Fuel Injector Inlet Enthalpy
Oxidizer Injector Pressure Loss
Oxidizer Pump Discharge Enthalpy
Oxidizer Injector Effective Area
Oxidizer Pump Horsepower
Oxidizer Pump Discharge Pressure
Oxidizer Pump Dis_hargeTemperature
Oxidizer Pump Efflcienoy
Oxidizer Pump Inlet Temperature
Oxidizer Control Valve Effective Area























Nozzle Boundary Layer Loss and Divergence Loss






FVACDEL Delivered Vacuum Thrust














































































































































































































































MODIFIED RLIO CFF--DESIGN DECK
DERIVATIVE II A BASE C#SE RM=6.C _-21-73
INLET CONDITIONS
FUEL LOX
PRES SURE 16.0 PRESSURE 16.0
TEMP 36.9 TEMP 163.8
NPSP 0.0 NPSP 0.0
FLOW 4.67 FLDW 28. C3
LOX LSI FUEL PUMP
SPEED 3C22 . SPEED 2657i .
FLOW 28.028 FLOW z_.67i

























RHO OU'r _.3 15



















FUEL INJECTOR LOX INJECIOR
************_*** ****************
DELTA P 68.72 DELTA P _6.71
INLET P _68.6_ INLET P _6.62
INLET T 451. i INLET T i67.2
ACD 1.982 ACD 0.73C
MV _1.249 RHO 7C.719
MV 15.225
* MIXTURE RATIC 6.000 *
* THRUST 14998. *
* IMPULSE ,-,5_.t _ *
* CHAMBER PRESSURE 39c_. 91 *
IV-24
JACK_:T LEAKAGE E, ELEED
FLOW 4.4! WLEAK C.265
INLET P 81_._6 WT/P-FUEL C.C
INLET T 55.7 WT/D-LOX C ._
DELTA PJ 154.382 T_XP C.O






RM CONTRCL VtV THRUST C_NTROL
DELTA P 84.17 ACD 0.1053
ACD 0.5428 WTSY/WF 9.185
K FACTOR 7.5961 WTBY 0.4C5
PIP 1.393
SYSTEM PRESSURE LOSSES
OB/P DIS LINE C.O
FB/P DIS LINE C.C
PUMP INTR STG O.C
PUMP DIS LINE 2.342
GOX HEAT EXR C.6CC
JAC IN LINE 4.558
JAC DIS LINE 0.0
FUEL TURB IN 6.6CI
INJ IN LINE 13.998
CHAMBER












MODIFIFu KLI._ OFF-DESIGN BECK
DERIVATIVE II A bASE CASF R_=5.5 E-21-73
INL[T CONDII IONS
FUEL LOX
PRT'S SURE Z_,O PRF S 5L'RE 1_,0
TEMP 36.9 TZMP 1_3._
NPSP 0-0 NP_P 0.0
FLgW 4.93 FLOW 27. ] 3
LCX LSI FUEL PUMP
SPEED 3001 . SPEED 28937.
FLOW 27. 134 FLOW 4.933












DELY ACT 94. 7
































FUEL INJZCTOR LOX INJECTOR
**************** *****,_**********
DELTA P 71.Co DFLTA P 43.8C
INLEI P 471.21 INLET P 443.V5
INLFT T 417.C INLET 1 i67.5
ACD i .986 ACD G.73_
MV 5Z.834 RHO 7C .b76
MV 14.27_
* MIXTURE RATIO 5.5C0 *
* THRUST 14823. *
* IMPULSE 462.25 *





JACKET LEAKAGE L BLEED
*********** ***** +****+,_, +******
FLUW ,,.(7 WLEAK 0.265
INLET P 832.11 WT/P-FULL C.O
INLET T 55.6 WT/P-LOX O.C
DELTA PJ 158.,.,-_C TL_XP L_.C
DELTA TJ 3E-3..c,C'5 P_X _ C.O
PF.P 471.2C9
TFP 416.969
_m CONTROL VLV THRUST CONTkOL
DELTA P lOZ.4q ACD C.C945
ACD C.4762 WTBY/WF 8.321
K F#CTCR 9.L_G@2 WTBY 0.3E6
P/P 1.414
SYSTEM PF![SSU#_,_ LC!_(_: ("
GB/P Dis I_IN[ C.C
FE/P DIS LINE 0.3
PUMP INTK STG 0._"
PUMP DIS LINE Z.bi7
GOX HEAT _XE 0.6CC
JAC IN LINE 5.C92
JAC DIS LINE C.O
FUEL TUR_ IN o.73_
INJ IN LINE 14._35
CHAM_ER












MODIFIED F,L]V CFF-DESIGN DECK,
DERIVATIVE II A BASE CASE RM=a.5 8-21-73
INLFT CONDITIONS
FUEL LCX
PReSSUrE 16.0 PRESSUK_ 16.0
TEMP 36.9 TEMP 163.8
NPSP 0.0 NPSP 0.0
FLC_W 4.46 FLOW 29.C2
Lox LSI FUEL PUMP
SPEED 2991. SPEED 2_284.
FLOW 29.01 o FLOW 4.464


















* IST STAGE *
PCWER I 9c#. 81
EFF 0.5076
INLET P 16.00























FUEL INJECTOR LOX INJECTCR
**************** ****************
DELTA P 66.53 DELTA P 50.04
INLET P 466.43 INLEI P .49.93
INLET T 479.6 1NLET T 1o7.0
ACD 1.9"79 ACD _.730
MV 49.766 RHO 70.755
MV 16.309
* MIXTURE RATIO 6.500 *
* THP.USI 15128. *
* IMPULSE 451.85 *
* CHAMBER PRESSURE 399.90 *
IV-28
JACKET LEAKAGE & E,LEED
FLOW 4.2£ WLEAK 0.265
INLET P 80G.3_ WT/P-FUEL C.C
IKLET I _:_5. _ WTIP-LO× O.C
DELTA PJ I _'.,,_.41; ! TDXP ,_.C






RM CONTROL VLV THRUST CONTROL
DELTA P 67.73 ACO 0.1087
ACD 0.5265 WTEY/WF 9.643
K FACTOR _.7C2E WTPY C.397
PIP 1.378
SYSTEM PRESSURE LOSSES
OB/P DIS LINE O.C
FE/P DIS LINE C.O
PUMP INTR SIG 0.0
PUMP DIS LINE 2.13b
GQX _EAT _Xk 0.6CC
JAC IN LINE _.157
JAC DIS LINE O.C
FUEL IURB IN 6.499
INJ IN LINE 13.5_5
CHAM_ER












_F',nI_IFD qLlC r,F.F-riEsi_-N r_[CK
Di!F:IFV#IIVE !! A Pt:;,!Pf_ ]LLE _-_]-73
INL[T F.CNDITI©_JS
FI.IE L LOX
PP E S Sl_P [ 16.0 PRF _ S I,Rr_- 16.o
TF t_,P 36.9 TLI4P le3._
r,jp £ F' 0.0 N,_ SP 0.0
FLOW ] .22 FLOW 7.35,
LCX LSI FI_EL PUMP
SPEED ]4E5. _PF ID ]3 _64.
FLOW 7.1_47 FLOW 1.22g
POWER 0.39 ]NLFT GPM llg.9
EFF (,.49E ;
DISCH P 22.2I
D _ ,SO,u T 163. _
RHL: IN 7C._9L
FUEL fURDTNE







M. VFL _" C_.2'27
ACD I .137
TDIS MIX _12.2(
HP ]PANS 7. ¢.
P/F ] .177,







* 2ND SIAGE *
[_:"F!WF [:'( 2 {:IIJ0_
EFF 0 J 2_l)00
INL.E 1 P 109.18
DI SCt-i P 20';.01
I:ISC:H 1 z_z_. _
P,HD CUT 4. I
LO× , u,"






DTSCH P 1-_3.1 l
DISCS-! T 16_.2
RHD IN 70.ER, _
F!HU QUT 7C.77]
I_tE'[ G F:,_ 4.t_. 5
FUEL I_JECICR LO_ ]NJECIC[-_
DELT_ P _12.4_ DELTA P 2.21
INLL.T P ]24..f_2 INL.E1 P ].O'/.gA
INLET T f.]2.5 ]hLF'! l I(,5.3
ACD 2.0Cg ._CD 0.730
MV ]6.2°_ P,HC_ 70.-/71
_V I. 045
* Ml Xl liP, F PATIO t: .COO *
* THRUST Z7._n.
* I F_PULS E a'_'?. !!,C, *
* C.HAMBFR PR [: SSUR, E 1_2.34 *
IV-30
JACKFI LTAKA(:;E6 FLEEr;,,
FLE_W 1.]_i WLEt,.K O. JOE,
INLET P ; C_,. 5"( WT/P-FUEL 0.0
INLEI T 44.% _ W1/P-.LC;X 0.0
DELTA PJ 5(3. r_-f(: l(_XP 0.(.






RM CF_K_TROL VLV THRIIS1 CRNI_,F_L
DELLA P 2:7.56 ADO o.&]6o
,.-',C i...; C_.24_5;%.._ W I_SY/NF 3&.AS£
K FACTC'_'! --_,_,.139a WTFY (.).4.0(_
P/P I .203
SYSTFt_ P_E<Sl'r_L L[]SSES
OEIP D'rs L_#,!F O.n
F:EIP D15; LI_.:F 0,0
PU_P DIF_ L.!_,:I_ 0.1_+.c_
GO× HF_'T E>tF' O.OOC,
J_C 1_; LTt,IF 0.2_,1
JAC SIS LINF 0.0
FL.IEL IL.'F_L. ]\: !.!;_O
TNj !tl'_ L.If,'E z,..':':;4
CHAMEER
PC (INJ FACF) ]0_:.},3(,
1 _,_PL!L£ E (CHAM_:E r_,) _3_.]13









PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT




Pressure = 16.0 psia




Pressure = 16.0 psia
Temperature = 163.8 eR
Saturated Liquid
o
Fuel Side Oxidizer Side
Flow = .08 Ib/sec Flow = 0.32 lb/sec
36.8 ORJacket Inlet Temperature =
Jacket Inlet Pressure = 15.9 PSIA Main Pump Discharge Pressure =
Jacket Discharge Temperature = 582. °R Injector Inlet Temperature =
Jacket Discharge Pressure = 10.3 PSIA Injector Inlet Pressure =
Injector Inlet Temperature = 426. °R Injector Pressure Loss =
Injector Inlet Pressure = 6.8 PSIA
Dump Nozzle Coolant Flow - 0.006 LB/SEC





Chamber Pressure = 5.2 PSIA
•Thrust = 157. LBf
Mixture Ratio = 4.0
Impulse = 387. sec






MODIFIED RLIO OFF-DESIGN DECK
DERIVATIVE IIE O/F=6.0 8-21-73
INLET CONDITIONS
FUEL LOX
PRESSURE 16,_.3 PRESSURE 19.71
TEMP 36.5 TEMP 163.8
NPSP ,_ NPSP 3,71
FLOW 4.67 FLOW 28.03
FUEL TURBINE FUEL PUMP (MAIN)









































FUEL INJECTOR LOX INJECTOR
DELTA P 68.61 DELTA P 46.66
INLET P 468.70 INLET P 446.75
INLET T 451.0 INLET T 166.8
ACD 1.982 ACD 0.730
MV 51.241 RHO 70.795
MV 15.208
* MIXTURE RATIO 6.000 *
* THRUST 14997. *
* IMPULSE 458.65 *





























OBIP DIS LINE 0.0
F:B/P D_S LINE 0.0
PUMP INTR STG 0.0
PUMP DIS LINE 2.336
GOX HEAT EXR 0.0
JAC IN LINE 4.545
JAC DIS LINE 0.0
FUEL TURB IN 6.578






















MODIFIED RLIO OFF-DESIGN DECK




PRESSURE 16,23 PRESSURE 19,71
TEMP 36.9 TEMP 163.8
NPSP .43 NPSP 3.71
FLOW 4.93 FLOW 27.]3
FUEL TURBINE FUEL PUMP (MAIN)









































FUEL INJECTOR LOX INJECTOR
DELTA P 70.99 DELTA P 43.74
INLET P 471.12 INLET P 443.88
INLET T 416.6 INLET T 167.0
ACD 1.986 ACD 0.730
MV 52.800 RHO 70.761
MV 14.258
* MIXTURE RATIO 5.500 *
* THRUST 14821. *
* IMPULSE 462.24 *





























OE/P DIS LINE 0.0
FE/P DIS LINF 0,0
PUMP INTR STG 0.0
PUMP DIS LINE 2,607
GOX HEAT FXR 0.0
JAC IN LINE 5.0?2
JAC DIS LINE 0.0
FUEL TURF IN 6,707






















MODIFIED RLIO OFF-DESIGN DECK
DERIVATIVE IIB 0/F=6.5 8-21-73
INLET CONDITIONS
FUEL LOX
PRESSURE 16,h3 PRESSURE 19.71
TEMP 36.9 TEMP ! 63 •8
NPSP .43 NPSP 3.71
FLOW 4.46 FLOW 29.02
FUEL TURBINE FUEL PUMP (MAIN)









































FUEL INJECTOR LOX INJECTOR
DELTA P 66,34 DELTA P 49.94
INLET P 466,48 INLET P 450.09
INLET T 479.9 INLET T 166.6
ACD 1.979 ACD 0.730
MV 49.805 RHO 70.893
MV 16.278
* MIXTURE RATIO 6.500 *
* THRUST 15129. *
* IMPULSE 451.86 *




















RM CONTROL VLV THRUST CONTROL
DELTA P 27.36 ACD 0.I122
ACD O.qB57 WTBY/WF 9.693
K FACTOR 2.3037 WTBY 0.40?
PIP 1.373
SYSTEM PRESSURE LOSSES
OBIP DIS LINE 0.0
FB/P DIS LINE 0.0
PUMP INTR STG 0.0
PUMP DIS LINE 2.130
GOX HEAT EXR 0.0
JAC IN LINE 4.145
JAC DIS LINE 0.0
FUEL TURE IN 6.477
INJ IN LINE 13.59B
CHAMBER


















PR E S SURE 16.0 PR E S SURE 16,0
TEMP 36.9 TEMP 163.8
NPSP 0.0 NPSP 0.0




































* IST STAGE *
PCWER 21. el
EFF 0.3153
























FUEL INJECTOR LOX INJECTOR
DELTA P 22.47 DELLA P 3.21
INLET P 124.8C INLET P 165.53
INLET l 612.2 INLET l 165.1
ACD 2.009 ACD 0.730
MV 16.295 RHO 70.781
MV 1.0_5
MIXTURE RATI_ 6.CC0 *
• THRUST 3750.
IMPULSE 437.50 *




















RM CONTRCL VLV THRUST CONTROL
DELTA P 18.29 ACD 0.6141
ACD 0.3655 WTSY/WF 36°504
K FACTOR 23.9b15 WTBY 0.405
P/P 1.204
SYSTEM PRESSURE LOSSES
OB/P DIS LINE O.C
FB/P DIS LINE O.O
PUMP INTR STG 0.0
PUMP DIS LINE C.149
GOX KEAT EXR 0.0
JAC IN LINE 0.29C
JAC DIS LIN£ 0.3
FUEL TURB IN 1.540
INJ IN LINE 4.554
CHAMBER












: PRATT & WIIITNEY AIRCRAFT




Pressure = 16.0 psia




Pressure = 16.0 psia
Temperature :: ]63.8 °I{
Saturated Liquid
Fuel Side
Flow = .08 ib/sec
_" eOxialz .r Side
Flow = 0.32 ib/sec
Jacket Inlet Temperature =
Jacket Inlet Pressure =
Jacket Discharge Temperature = 582. °R Injector Inlet Temperature =
Jacket Discharge Pressure = 1o.3 PslA Injector Inlet Pressure =
Injector Inlet Temperature = 426. °R Injector Pressure Loss =
Injector Inlet Pressure = 6.8 PSIA
Dump Nozzle Coolant _'low = 0.006 LB/SEC
36.8 °R blain Pump Discharge Temperature = 163.8°2




Chamber Pressure = 5.2 PSIA
• Thrust = 157. LBf.
Mixture Ratio = 4.O
Impulse = 38_7- sec






RLIO EXTENSION OFF-DESIGN DECK
CATEGORY IV BASE CASE DATE 8-21-73 RM=6,0
INLET CONDITIONS
FLIE L LOX
PR E S SUR E 16 ,0 PR E S SURE 16,0
TEMP 36,9 TEMP 163,8
NPSP 0,0 NPSP 0,0
FLOW 4,56 FLOW 27,37
FUEL LSI LOX LSI FUEL PUMP (MAIN|
SPEED 30450, SPEED 3002, SPEED 75048,
FLOW 4,56 FLOW 27,37 FLOW 4,562
POWER 6,0 POWER 6,1 INLEI GPM 462,6
EFF 0.7337 EFF 0.6482 NPSP 17.57
DISCH P 32.57 DISCH P 54,92
RHO IN _.405 RHO IN 70,893 * IST STAGE
FUEL TURBINE LOX TURBINE
FLOW 4,018 FLOW 4,018
POWER 931,23 POWER 218o_0
EFF 0,67_1 EFF 0,?400
INLET P 1824.87 INLET P 1135.49
INLET T 580.4 INLET T 537,4
DIS P(S) 1193,31 DIS P(S} 1032,32
DELH ACT 163.9 DELH ACT 38.4
M, VEL R 0,463 M, VEL R 0.470
ACD 0.405 ACD 1.020
PCT HP 97.12 PCT HP 114.67





























FUEL INJECTOR LOX INJECTOR
DELTA P 86,39 DELTA P 151.34
INLET P 1001.76 INLET P 1066.71
INLET T 530,4 INLET T 171.7
ACD 1.283 ACD 0.396
MV 41.603 RHO 70.566
MV 26.794
* MIXTURE RATIO 6,000 *
* THRUST 15008. *
* IMPULSE 469.93 *










































































RL]O EXTENSION OFF-DESIGN DECK




PR E S SUR E Z6.0 PR ESSURE 16,0
TEMP 36.9 TEMP 163.8
NPSP 0.0 NPSP 0.0





















LOX LSI FUEL PUMP (MAIN)
SPEED 3088. SPEED 77196,
FLOW 26,5I FLOW 4,820
POWER 6,8 INLET GPM 488,8
EFF 0.63O4 NPSP 17,88
DISCH P 00.48








































FUEL INJECTOR LOX INJECTOR
DELTA P 87.72 DELTA P 142.34
INLET P 1002.89 INLET P 1057.50
INLET T 487.1 INLET T 172,8
ACD 1.283 ACD 0.396
MV 4.2,990 RHO 70.570
MV 25.200
* MIXTURE RATIO 5.500 *
* THRUST 14794. *
* IMPULSE 472.20 *











































































RLIO EXTENSION OFF-DESIGN DECK
CATEGORY IV BASE CASE DATE 8-21-73 RM=6.5
INLET CONDITIONS
FUEL LOX
PRESSURE 16.0 PRESSURE 16,0
TEMP 3(>,9 TEMP 163,8
NPSP 0.0 NPSP 0,0





FLOW 4.37 FLOW 28.38
POWER 5,8 POWER 5,6
EFF 0.7283 EFF 0,6430
DISCH P 32,48 DISCH P 50,52
RHO IN 4,405 RHO IN 70,893
FUEL TURBINE LOX TURBINE
FLOW 3,785 FLOW 3,785
POWER 871o70 POWER 206°72
EFF 0.6706 EFF 0.7348
INLET P ]774,57 INLET P 11.28.64
INLET 1 609,1 INLET T 566,1
DIS P(S) 11E4,18 DIS P(S) 1029.25
DELH ACT 162,9 DELH ACT 38.6
M, VEL R 0,455 M, VEL R 0,459
ACD 0,405 ACD 1,025
PCT HP 97,57 PCT HP 111,20



































FUEL INJECTOR LOX INJECTOR
DELLA P 84.77 DELTA P 162.34
INLET P @99.34 INLET P 1076.92
INLET T 559.6 INLET T 170.9
ACD 1,282 ACD 0.396
MV 40.009 RHO 70.699
MV 28.743
* MIXTURE RATIO 6,500 *
* THRUST 15]86, *
* IMPULSE 463,78 *












































































CATE£CRY IV PUC,",PE/ I[Jt[ _-?]-)_
_T,:.t E"l t F'¢V[!1 _t;!,:S
PUk:L LOX
F:__ S 5[_ F 16.0 F°FE S S UK F 16.0
1E_!V _'_c.t IEN_F ]62.f
K_PS P 0.0 N P S _> 0.0
FLO_" I .2t_ FLOW 7. ]£
FUEL LS] L[_X LLI FUEL. PtiNP (,"_AIN)
SP_ED 129F,_. SP[FD ] ;'_!C. (:pF _ [, 3ZOOC.
F LCq,_ ].20 FLLW 7.]_ FLCW ].]9_
PC;_,E R 0.6 P[:kE P (_.(: INLET (:FM ]Zl.£
EFF C._5_ FFF 0._730 NP_ _,.9 _,c
DISC_ F :O._Z, F:]SCP, k 26.F. c'
RHO IN 4._(,5 kF(' "_F 70.L_:_? * ]Sl SI_(E *
Ft.!FL TI..:P_INE LE:X TUFF_NE
FLOW C,.5 76 FLF:V C.[:76
PC_WE.F,. r_9._.._,_r PC_FP I c_,.gq.
EFF 0.5,416 EF.F 0.5A6(
]NLEI P 3_E'.]O INLET P 2F2.lZ,
INLET I 7_1.7 INLFI l 731.0
DIS t-'(S) 2t'_.51 DIS P(S) 2t¢".:2
DELH ACI 73.2 L'FLH ACI 23.2
M. V[L P 0.2(.[ ,_. V[L r, 0.222
ACD 0.425 _CD ] .]-_2
PCT lip 5('.61 PCT t--P 156 .'/2
HP l P,ANS _.3 PIP l.Of














_:HO O U T ++• ;' 3 t++
LC>: P l+_!r+ (_,_AIN )
SPEEu 16._75..
FLOW 7.1oi




bI SCl-{ P :_5.0 c
DI_CH T l( ;:.6
R l-+C+ IN 70. F/_6
t:h[{ ['+IPT 7C.P4]
]NLE1 6PM! ';,5.5
NFSP l G. F_,
FUEL INJI:C'IGR LOX INJ[C'I"OP,
DELLA P 27.50 DELI;, F 16.4(,
INL._T P 2L l.[:"l INLLI r. 244.-t1
INLFI ] 737.3 IP,LF] l ]6._.._.
ACD ] .2_? ACD ().Z;_+_
MV ] _, 5t+O _ FI[.: 70 .i 7_
• P.'_V 1.6'42
* t':l Xl I:I<F _-t_ t Ir I/ :.. O( (. *
* IHRUSI 3750. *
*: IMPUL£E 4z_ 6.c,c *





JACFF1 L[Ak_C,_! £ bL[[b
FLOk ].0£ ,;L£AK 0.];2
INLE'r P ,,;_,.7] W]/P-FUEL 0,(
INLET I qT°] WI/P-LCX O.C
DELT_ FJ 7c.2c,7 TCXP O.C_
IFP 737.3Z]
KK CONI_UL VLV IF:RUSI CCF_T_OL
DELlt- P A0.3£ ACL_ (,.31-M_
hE[, 0,.2012 W'I LYIWF ,-__ o531
K FAC. ICfi 5E.ZI3| N'TI._ ["._C;]
PIP I .3_9
SYSTEr_i FFFSSURE LL_..C'.ES
O[/P D1S LIN_ 0.C;22
FE/P D_,t L!Nf C,.OO<_
PUHF It,il-_ 51( f.7]_
PUMP his LINE 0.1_7
J_C IN LIN_ C'.2_,_.
J/_C D_S. LTI'JE C°('
FUEL TUK[, ]r,! 2.347
FUEL "lL_r"l - [,]S ,_._!£_
FUEL !NIP. LINE ;'.A_>6
INJ IN LINE O.C
OX 1UPL IN a. St]
OX TU_<E DIS (_.0
INJ IN L IIx_E
(.HAMB<F_
_, _ .'_X__ Wk_X_:_ _X__ __ _,X__ _:_W_
PC (INJ FACE) 234..3C5
]MF'ULSE (CP_-_,.SEF._) _a7.£Oz+
lt<PL_L SE (CELl VEF, E[') A._( .cf:_
MIX1L!_:[ KAIIC!(],*_LE1 ) _..000
t< I X'il,'P E RA'110 (Ckl/_t_E E K ) 6, .67_
CS (,._5C
ETA C -_ 0._03





PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Florida Research and Development Center
Category IV Engine
Fuel
Pressure = 16.0 psla





Pressure = 16.0 psia
Temperature = 163.8 eR
Saturated Liquid
Fuel Side
Flow = .04 ib/sec
Oxidizer Side
Jacket Inlet Temperature =
Jacket Inlet Pressure =
Jacket Discharge Temperature = 836. °R Injector Inlet Temperature =
Jacket Discharge Pressure = ll.4 PSIA Injector Inlet Pressure =
Injector Inlet Temperature = 599. °R Injector Pressure Loss =
Injector Inlet Pressure = 7.o PSIA
Damp Nozzle Coolant Flow - 0.006 LB/SEC
Flow = .15 ib/sec
36.9 °R Main Pump Discharge Temperature = 163.8"R




Chamber Pressure = 5.9 PSIA
•Thrust = 73. lbf
Mixture Ratio = 4.0
Impulse = 385 sec








_IOOIFIED RLIO UFF-DESIGN DECK
CATEGORY I BASELINE O/F = 6.0 8-21-73
INtET C!INDIIIONS
FUEL LOX
PRESSURE 16.2j3 PRESSURE 19.71
TEMP 36,9 TEMP 163.8
NPSP 0._3 NPSP 3.71
FLOW 4.89 FLOW 29.34
FUEL TURBIHE FU(!L PUMP {MAIN)





DIS PiS) 494.5 _
DELH ACT 93.Q


































FUEL INJECTOR LOX INJECTOR
DELTA P 73.98 DELTA P 51.56
INLET P 474.52 INLET P 452.10
INLET T 416.3 INLET T 169.8
ACD I .994 ACD 0.732
MV 55.035 RHO 70.081
MV 16.784
MIXTURE RATIO 6.000 ww
'_ THRUST 14997. _'
IMPULSE 436.13 w,





JACKET LEAKAGE E bLEED
FLOW 4.82 WLEAK 0°070


































| MODIFIED RLIO OFF-DESIGN DECK




PRESSURE 16,43 PRESSURE 19,71
TEMP 36.9 7EMP 163,8
NPSP O.h3 NPSP 3,71
FLOW 5.18 FLOW 26.47
FUEL TURBINE FUEL PUMP (MAIN)






























OI SCH T 160.7
RHO IN 70.893









FUEL INJECTOR LOX INJECTOR
DELTA P 79.88 DELTA P 51,92
INLET P 477.41 INLEI P 449.38
INLET T 385.1 INLET T 169.9
ACO 1.996 ACD 0.732
MV 56,003 RHO 69.913
MV 15.692
ww ww
,_ M( XTLIRE RATIO 5.500 ,i,
:_ THRUST 14867. :_
_' IMPULSE 441.80 ,I,












































MODIFIED RLIO OFF-DESIGN DECK
CATEGORY I BASFLINE O/F = 6.5 8-21-73
INLFT CONDITIONS
FUEL LOX
PR ES SUR E 16.b3 PR E SSUR E 19.71
TEMP 36.9 TEMP 163,8
NPSP O.h3 NPSP 3.71
FLOW 4.69 FLOW 30.51
FUEL TURBINE FUEL PUMP (MAIN)









































FUEL INJECTOR LOX INJECTOR
DELTA P 71.69 DELTA P 55.73
INLET P 474.04 INLET P 458.08
INLET T 439.4 INLET T 169.7
ACD 1.990 ACD 0.732
MV 54.163 RHO 70.115
MV 17.915
MIXTURE RATIO 6.5G0 *
• THRUST 15211. *
IMPULSE 432.13






JACKET LEAKAGE C BLEED
FLOW 4.62 WLEAK 0.070
INLET P 855.08 WT/P-FUEL 0.0
INLET T 55.8 WT/P-LOX 0.0
DELTA PJ I59.225
DELTA TJ 405,752
RN CONTROL VLV THRUST CONTRPL
DELTA P 53.50 ACD 0.1420
ACD 0.7458 WTBY/WF 11.821
K FACTOR 4.0242 WTBY 0.546
P/P 1.352
SYSTEM PRESSURE LOSSES
PUMP INTR STG 0.0
PUMP DIS LINE 35.727
GAS VENTURI 32.114
JAC IN LINE 3.032
JAC DIS LINE 0.0
FUEL TURB IN O.O
FUE_TURBDIS 8,9_6






Maintainability Engineering Layout Reviews
During the Critical Elements Evaluation and Baseline Engine
Design effort, engine design layouts were reviewed by the Design
Maintainability Group to insure that maintainability requirements
were adequately considered in the engine designs. Maintainability
Engineering Layout Review (MELR) forms were issued to document the
results of these reviews. A total of 20 MELR's and 5 supplementary
MELR's were issued during this study as a result of these reviews.
Of the MELR's issued, 18 are applicable to the three final baseline
engine configurations selected and they are classified as "active".
The others do not apply to the configurations selected and they are
classified as "inactive".
Copies of all of the MELR's are included in this appendix.
Section I contains all of the MELR's that apply to the Derivative
IIA and IIB and Category IV engines whereas Section II contains
all of the inactive MELR's that no longer apply to the baseline
engines in their present configuration. MELR's are included in
this appendix for the following engine component layouts:
Section I. Active MELR's (i.e. those applicable for the final
baseline engines)
Oxidizer Boost Pump (Layout #228068) - Applicable to RLI0
Derivative IIA engine.
Two Position Nozzle (Layout #228113) - Applicable to RLI0
Derivative II and Category IV engines.
Two Position Nozzle Seal (Layout #228303) - Applicable to





Tmo Position Nozzle Brake and Disconnect Valve (Layout #228330) -
Applicable to RLI0 Derivative II and Category IV engines.
GO2 Heat Exchanger (Layout #228365) - Applicable to RLI0 Derivative
II and Category IV engines.
Two Position Nozzle Seal (Layout #228367) - Applicable to RLI0
Derivative II and Category IV engines.
Turbopump (Layout #228398) - Applicable to RLI0 Category IV
engine with RLI0 Derivative IIA interfaces.
Turbopump (Layout #228398) - Applicable to RLI0 Category IV engine
with minimum power head diameter.
RLI0 Category IV Engine Installation (Layout #228401) - Applicable
to Category IV engine.
Primary Nozzle (Layout #228402) - Applicable to RLI0 Derivative
II engines.
RLI0 Derivative IIA Engine Installation (Layout#228412) - Appli-
cable to RLI0 Derivative IIA engine.
RLI0 Derivative liB Engine Installation (Layout#228413) - Appli-
cable to RLI0 Derivative liB engine.
Turbopump (Layout #228436) - Applicable to RLI0 Derivative IIA
engine.
Valves (Layout #228480) - Applicable to RLI0 Derivative II and
Category IV engines.
Quick Disconnect Valve (Layout #228368) - Applicable to RLIO
Derivative II and Category IV engines.
Section II. Inactive MELR's (i.e. those not applicable to the
baseline engines in their present configuration)
G02 Heat Exchanger (Layout #228062) - Applicable to RLI0 Derivative
II and Category IV engines.
GH2 Driven Low Speed Inducer (Layout #228118) - Applicable to




Copies of Active Maintainability
Engineering Layout Review Forms
V-3
iI_MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING LAYOUT REVIEWJ
MODEL/_-IO _)_/_!V/_T|V_ _,A PAGE 1 OF
CHG. _ DESIGNER "7_). "T'/_E N 5 CHIC.
SHT... L OF_L__ '_'_/")IC'_%"EF EXT. _._Z_O DATE _'-/O- 7.__REVIEWED BY _.,#.
l_/rE_7" .'PRowO_ /4 co_JcEPTul)z. DC._I6)_I _F A





PWA I0696D Rev. 10-71
V-4
FR-6011
;MAINTAINABILITY ENCINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW Volume TT
Appendix V
MODEL ,'i_{-,.'/O Z_H_IV _. PACE 2- OF 5"
LAYOUT NO, _Z_ _2 TITLE
SHT. _ OF CHG. DESIGNER
REVIEWED BY _ (_L)/_L'-L---_y• EXT. DATE
SEE = K_ 7"= H,
,_7 _LL.E_ G./20_V'_ _/-/OML9 6E //JCt--uDED ?'D F'_eI(./TATE
/_o V_ _- .
_E /_UE/--uD_D /:0_ /_Ei_)OV,_g... (fEE 5EE?-C/-/D
/1=: /7-/.._ //,/..._T4 /--_- _ LJ?._ /Z_ =. DO (_Q_U Y-gEE /_ _AJ._ _.:'/_./._,
/ _ AJ E E.ZS)_'_ _.D TO I--"/9 _--/ _ I TA T E /_ E ,_ o V /9 _.... o
FOLLOW UP
PWA 10696D Rev. I0-71
V-5
MAINTAINABILITY ENCINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW
MODEL #L -/0 Z)E_I V PAGE J
LAYOUT NO, _2_ _ _* _ TITLE
SHT.__ OF CHG. _I DESIGNER
REVIEWED BY l#J' _I_ _ _ EXT. DATE
"T',VF-._-;'U,,,jA:-> .!.,V.P_.;C.r.,_-:'-}./.:)Er3,.L;..r.;)<'.-L.I)/_Z;-''L_kJd_ " -!l_c,'gj,J
/-/ITVE_ t7 7_C'L.LE x_ U.QuoVE 0,_ v-_iI<'C-IJ_Z;;C;' >/CL.BD _=_





pU.JFp I!.)pL'.-L.L.t_L .p.3 i,)i?f_" ._ .rtm,..o::_._ce-.rr_D _y uoupi6uml7 T:.'ut,./,
/_ _ _t,,F)c- p_i_)7"lJ_"_" C StouL2_ L_, _............ ....IIUCC.L.'D _Dj _ Puc.d. _AZ
_'_.4f<"c,oV,_ c,.,.'_,,!r"c_<'--:,.])_.
_ CI.IA._IIIIMI_TI_ TAI_ RI_'CT l.-o,:.z. _Z;_ u_,r_,_ TII_ Z.ocld
FOLLOW UP



















  MAINTAINABILIIY ENGINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW FR-6OnVolume II
MODEL :.",','9 Z::_'_ ':/i77-}_. _ .ZTAI PAGE _o_" _ ,,, Appendix V
I_%YOUT NO. ?E@C)_Z TITLE _IDI2Et_ _:O_.:.T -D(,Jf '_-:-:_ _Jd/'/£: "" '/"_
SliT. / OF / CHG. °/,_. DESIGNER _" T_P'/_CA/E_--
REVIm4ED BY I1.' ,,_..'U/f -,'L- _- '/ EXT .-'.;:_2 .t_. DATE .".... 7,':":
/
.--- __-u I-_TD ,/ Ez /v; .c_ A ,' T C C ;-'_./ =
I," .+
,p__,.-)_.__ _:./_ ,_.j._ ,......... ;",,_ , :..... :_.: ...,.:/.,:'_, /)I/,./.._o
---- _'_ ?" *' Iv _..-.' I &.._ _,.-- I v _ , ./< [ O:):J/,'-'(Z.;/.*, .,:-,/.? ,, ..:.
,_AL'E 7"_ .E>'.3_ ,,.-20(? oI :_-_ .'Z.,L..;I!_zZ.) _-¢.,_7->_"7;,'7",:;::.-.:.
ZZ:/J_./,u_= itJ,:,TA)_LEE-_ llJ 771IZ ._.....'"/C._-. ' '"':"
FOLLOW UP •
PWA 10696D Rev. 10-71
V-9
FR-5011
MAINTAINABILITY ENCINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW Volume II' Appendix V
M_ZZLt_
LAYOUT NO. Z Z_//_._ TITLE A_VAt4_6D /ZglO (CA'f ./._) 7"1410 posirlol_
SHT. "- OF--- 9HG. _ DESIGNER _, ..7":',/_067"/v?/qpq
REVIE-'_-_BY /U._)U/_gW--6/ EXT. _._240 DATE ,_O"-_" 7_
V-lO
PWA 10696D ltev. 10-71
FR-6011
_MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW Volume IiAppendix V
'MODEL _L/0 PAGE Z OF _
_YOW No, 22 _ //,5 zn_
s_.__ oF CHC.__ - DES'ZGNER
REVIEWED BY /lJ. _&/l_.-_ _, EXT. DATE
FOLLOW UP
_A 10696D Rev. 10-71
V-ll
I_, MAI NTAi NABI LIT Y
MODEL _-/_)
ENCINEERING












PWA 10696D Rev. 10-71
FR-6011
Volume II
MAINTAINABILITY ENCINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW Appendlx V
MODEL /_L-IO DER/VATIvE_A, ZFB/._r PAGE I OF I
LAYOUT NO, Z_t__O_ TITLE gEAL- EXTEND,, _JoE{_-@
SHT. __/_ OF.../_ , CHG. _ . DESIGNER _ , _,_t P_:::_/NREVIEWED BY //J /_£JI_K._Y EXT..3_::_tg DATE _- & 7._
/ IVT_ND
/'_ Ttt#EE 5CI..I_-MB_ /H ORDE_ OF: 7D/_EFE_ N(E.
(m) gER_ O01_l:_M_lVT_ A£E E#?S, L Y tPE/_LtT E ED •
(6) Q5_ TA_ Lt::_.I_S OAJ Sic) f-/_lM_ -TDL.I_TE BoI2_.
(-¢-) _q_l_L _UP;oRT /-?E 7"EMTI o M _0_.7"3 T/YI_E A D




]P,IA 10696D Rev. 10-71
FR-6011
 iMAINTAINABILITY ENCINEEI ING LAYOUT REVIEW Volume IIAppendix V
MODEL ,_.'L-IL) D,_]/["/V',_7-1V_ /I/Og_L_ £_)UzC-/,< , PAGE / OF /_
LAYOUT NO, 22_ S _ O TITLE "_Y'_'Z-Z=2-P_/ _;Z_/')/4"E-...__.'T'," SD'/_,
DESIGNER _07-e.._O/t/ ,_.:ST",_=.,C-LZ=_'*,_/._,
SHT. __L_ OF_L__ CHC. /%/C_ '/ EXT. _-_) DATE _ " 7- _REVIEWEDBY /_ ._-_Y r_ _ E
/
:>':,._.: /.J_ t L_. ,. /,":Tu/_TZ_.Z_ _.._/,_.k'£-=
FOLLOW UP
I'WA 10696D Rev. 10-71
V-14
FR-6011
_MoD?INTAINABILITY ENCINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW VolumeT'r, , Appendix V
LAYOUT NO. _-__O TITLE
SHT. _ OF_ CHG. _ DESIGNER
REVIEWED BY zcJ, _)c)/_6.._E: _/ EXT. DATE _- 7- 7.._
I
(dO) .GEI_LS.:,NOUI.D _. _O/t#Ivlohl TO r=:,t"gOTH S/DES O  _























SERIES IN-I-.IME- OR ,H-LINE
_PPOSI N(_"
SOLr::IMOID5 V41RE-D IN
SI_RI E-_ C-,0kl_,E iJ 1"RIC,















'P,__E. 4 OF 4
o
L]
MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW
MODEL RL-IO DE/?IVArl v'# .,._A,27L_ ¢_
LAYOUT NO, Z__ TITLE #/E_7" -_O_, _L/O C_7"E_o,_-_-
SHT. J OF J_._ CHG. x___ DESIGNER R' _/' /--0 _4/2w_)/_A/






PWA I0696D Rev. 10-71
V-18
FR-6011
 MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW Volume IIAppendix V
MODEL FL-/_ ) DE_/P'ATJ w__Z_% 2-__Z_ PAOE / oF 2-
s_. _Z_ oF_L c_. _ DESTGN_ W, E'A_7"/v/,#A/
REVTE_D BY /_J ,C)zJ/_ L _ Y" F,XT. _ DATE S"" Zd" 7._
, /
/8e-/o CA7"_ EAJ61WEo
7 _o ?:AC/{--/rAT'E t--_Ef_R//2_- o --/-7"/ED_t_t_GEZ._ .:_Ef__hnE/vT
(A?,,U .,_E /_'E/D&,_E-.E.D IlL) ___TE,,c2.Z:) O,_" ,_'EIDI..dlC /AJK__
C DI_Pz- ETE RIIJ_- ,SEI_ d_ o
Z._ 7-'/IE ,_.,E/-)d_ _____,o,_F l_- d ,r_,_7"/ O/'O /_RE VEZ,,J T._ /'_EMOI)/) L.-
THE= EAJOI_JE_ 7"o _W'E/_I__e_ TH_ MOEZLE THE E_)GI/UE






v_ou LD A _co _
"I'HE-/UOZ_L_ 7-0 BE ,_E/Y_V_D




_e),MAINTAINABILIT-Y ENCINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW Volume ITC_ir _ Appendix VMODEL/_LIO I:P_,Q |V_ 'l'l V'_ B 8OO_T _4/_A I,_/...... '
pu_p. C,o_,_/&u RAT/' N_ "A
_j,'rrl RL/O C_T.Z_-,_  A/ST, /_.iAr/o/_f
LAYOUT NO, _Z_P_ TITLE //VT"_'F_4C_=_ "
SHT. _L_ OF___ CHG. /%/_ DESIGNER V_, _::AmA/kJ_./_
REVIEWED BY t,_, _)U/_r--_-_E/ EXT. _ DATE 7-Z_"
I
I_,_ ,J_D / rt o,,.) /,?(- /NfO,e"l_ ft T"/ O ,,d I.S R6-_ u ,C'ED IF" A _Ot-,').P,,,eEtlENS I VE
A4R I A)TA IId _ _ I L I r y ,_..55 E S._ I'_ '--_N T I _ 7"0 _E I_/) D _ ,
TPI_ /=occo uuz_JG ,,,gREA-_ It)'&(.- E6 /'_EVI6V V'_'.Z_ 1A/H_/_I
THE Z_ t__.-pJ !-_ /::=l,e/_..? .
EEABIPJ_ /E_.PL_Et'IEp,,IT ETZ2. m
FOLLOW UP




MAINTAINABILITY ENCINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW Volumezz
Appendix V
MODEL -'C']:gDd':'/?I,/#_)-IV'_ _AT-_ZL_- PAGE / OF /
&/_, s_r ¢ zW_ z,,u _u_p C4.,,.,,=t(=.-'s _r/-I
LAYOUT NO. ZZS_9_' , TITLE_f../Q __,_7-.._-_ /A/ST". /AJr'F_._irt___:_.S_r.JL_ OF___ eric. _ - -DESIGNER_- _,_-,@#u'_,'.._
REVIEWED BY /U._Oi_I_-_L_,/ EXT. ,_Z.._O DATE -'-_'./-_" 7_,
!
- .5-upp_ r CoP_
:"D ,"7Z..L-Du.., ,_ .,.7.,."//,;p/Uu ,'_
¢D_ _:::zj/..,.zl_ (.'.--,...---.l::/.l"-2"7_r? l A/_,,
FOLLOW UP
PWA I0696D Rev. I0-71
V-22
FR-6011
__MAINTAINABILITY ENCINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW Volume II
Appendix V
dW_7-_- 6/S,_ D(9_ "/ Iu)/tlN P OlugP PAGE / OF
MODEL /?//0 QE_IvAr, v6_
LAYOUT NO, ZZS _9_ TITLE _,FN RLIO CAr _'_ ./M57_ZZAF/_/_FF'_CC-_..
s_. ,90F_ CHC.__C.k_ DESIGNER kl,_=/2AN_/_
REVIEWED BY IJ /_)U26, g--6 '/ EXT. _0 DATE 7" 2_'- 73
/NTE,'vT',,' P/'2_VIp_ P[?ELIM,,,_J,,C},_Y' _oldt_l&'5 _rD/2 :US/.. _ OX / /,_/q//'J
_oosr 7mUl_,,gP$ _ AtJ INTEI_E(DAI_E#_TJAI$ G'B_ HAv,_J&
FUEL / OK !_ILEr._ /_OCAr_D /_T" _AT-_W )IUL_T" _,l_rt4._i,,:,_jS,
"rile G'6ox _NcZ.o_6s _EA,_T/'_/)/N..& ,=0,_ .Dl_tv/ ,,V & _:g"
t=uE/_. _ OKIDlZ_ Z..s/_ =,q(',e'lr,_6 _X v*ur_y_pu,'-_/="
I_) As/._zr_ o_Oll6 , //VFo,_I_ftT/oH 1,5 _?C-_uI_E:D II:: A (OMP_'E, VEIVSI'/E.
A41_(A)TAIAJ,_.__/z-/r/ _55ES&h4ENT 15 7"0 _E l"'),_Dz__ ,
• rp/m!,/:o_.,..o _,_JG /_aEA_ [o,c_ EE _EVIE_VED VuHEN
¢_) _DE_uAT'_" l_.'._e,_SE& .'7"0 T/'/E ?L"/vg P *'-_7-0 ,,_-__-P2_I-'_IT
FOLLOW UP




MAINTAINABILITY _NCINEE_ING lAYOUT REVIEW --pendix IIV
• MODEL _';D D_'_l_r/_ :_ CA 7" ._F'- PAGE / OF
LAYOUT NO. _8_ TITLE_IT/'f 7_I0 _7"._'_ /A/_T, /AJTE_r#_C._
SHT.'___ OF ..__ CHG.._/f_. DESIGNER • _J • _/2_AJ_/_
REVISZqED BY I/J"[_If-_ A-_ '/ EXT. -_-'-_,.0 DATE ,_-/.E- 7_
I
FOLLOW UP
' ii _ i
PWA I06_.6D Rev. I0-71
V-24
MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING LAYOUT REVIEWdAT" _ Appendix
_o_.,.R_/o _,_A_,v_ _/8 soo_T_ _/_r_p_^G_. / OF t
• CoNj=s6 ul_rzet_
SHT. 7,- OF__._ CHG. A/C.., DESIGNER V%IO_Z_ ,_ _R_C/_
/_7"=,',-rr; /_/_OwD_ _EL_ _,_M,'_Y' _vO_./_ru i_t. _tuJ_:/_",$,_/_.
(_'8_c_'._ HAv/M(_ I_4/M//._/_. _AD/_/. _Nt/_r_/_"






PWA I0696D Rev. I0-71
V-25
' FR-6011
MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW Volume IT
Ap[end ix V
MODEL ;_'_ )./Z _ D---Z:'_I_,_, 7"; V'E-; _f','q T _ I PAGE / OF F ,
t
LAYOUT NO, _9_'_" 2- TITLE A41MI_:q_H l_A_//_g... /AI-'_T, :D/M'._
SLIT. _ OF___ CHG, '.I(L DESIGNER _. /=P_;AYC/_ '
REVIEWED BY /(/._(J/_._-A-_'f EXT. ,_--7._- DATE ,,_-/._" _,_
-'- .-i'U ,D,D /-- E P'2 ,_ ,'V T C D? / =
/9 _oV/DE //_eE53




.,D / ,'_-ot.,.,I:;-:z-z ,-7-, /',/),/-'_,,uunL..
L..,,--_'.'-,._.,.A./_......." "
TZ'YE .//B,#VE. ES_E./-JT/,FId... /tJ_ P_.(27/ o/d ,_E_O/,(:'..Y/.:":_7/JT_
E/'v/_-- /_._- ///.._ T// ,: /-&"_: D /M T7/_.i .._Y/£'l_; TG (_




PWA I0696D Rev. I0-71
: V-26
• 0
MAINTAINABILITY ENCINEERING LAYOUT REVIEW
MODEL_I'/. /O ._E#JVAT'_/E (j4T.Z]E
' /_-/0 (/_7- _ PAGE /
LAYOUT NO t ZZ_O / TITLE /A/_T'/'?KC/"?7.'/O.'_d _'.'t_/_
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